Lectures will replace labs at the times shown below. Attend a Lab Lecture in place of your lab. You may come at a time that is different from your lab. Exam reviews are also shown.

Lab Lecture: Second order transients
Fri, 2/28 1:00 - 2:30pm Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
Tue, 3/3 12:10 - 1:45 Lecture in place of lab WEB 1450
2:00 - 3:30 Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
4:00 - 6:30 Review for Exam 2 WEB L105
6:30 - 8:00 Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
Wed, 3/4 11:50 - 1:20 Lecture in place of lab WEB L126
Thur, 3/5 9:00 - 10:30am Lecture in place of lab in normal lab
10:45 - 12:15 Lecture in place of lab WEB L126
3:05 - 4:35 Lecture in place of lab WEB L102

Lab Lecture: Operational Amplifiers
Fri, 4/3 1:00 - 2:30pm Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
Tue, 4/7 12:10 - 1:45 Lecture in place of lab WEB 1450
2:00 - 3:30 Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
4:00 - 6:30 Review for exam 3 WEB L105
6:30 - 8:00 Lecture in place of lab WEB L105
Wed, 4/8 11:50 - 1:20 Lecture in place of lab WEB L126
Thur, 4/9 9:00 - 10:30am Lecture in place of lab in normal lab
10:45 - 12:15 Lecture in place of lab WEB L126
3:05 - 4:35 Lecture in place of lab WEB L102? 2460?

Final Review and Exam
Mon, 4/27 8:00 - 10:00am Final Review WEB L104 (hopefully)
Mon, 4/27 3:30 - 5:00pm Final Exam WEB L104 (hopefully)